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Chato album plays exactly like you'd expect: smooth, jazzy, stylish, and romantic. It wasn't really

pop-soul, which was as likely to be a dance number as a ballad, but it certainly had melodic hooks ideal

for crossover play. Like a fine wine, some thing 14 MP3 Songs in this album (53:20) ! Related styles:

POP: 80's Pop, JAZZ: Jazz Fusion Details: This is me. And my route to all the music I have listend too

And absorbed in my head and in my heart. I have always loved my work and the music I have played and

arranged, but this is the first time I have done what I love truely It took me a long time I would just like to

thank all the people who accepted to partecipate in this project: The musicians who gave me their time,

their disponibilit and kindness, the people who helped me organize the project. Thanks to Maril and

Dougie(dontgo baby) for their help with the lyrics and consultation with the vocals. (now called vocal

coach). Thanks to Elena Bibolotti who accepted this difficult adventure. And a really big big thank you to

Maurizio Loffredo who shared with me all my anxiaty and my aggreements, all my out of tune notes, the

hours irregular and my cigarettes. Thank you to Alfredo Saitto for his encouragement and energy. And

most of all I want to give all my gratitude to my friend producer and musician Fabio Mariani. Dear Fabio,

Thanks, you believed in me; without you this project would have been just a dream in the basement.

Claudio Chato Pizzale
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